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ABSTRACT


This research is aimed to explain the masculinity of Chinese American man in the Fathering Role in David Wong Louie’s Two Short Stories Birthday and Warming Trend. The source of data is Birthday and Warming Trend stories that are taken from Pangs of Love.

The primary data of the research are dialogues, narratives, and characterizations in the two short stories that will be useful to reveal the issue of the research. The secondary data are taken from other sources such as articles related to American masculinity and Chinese American masculinity that are found in several books, reviews, journals and articles which are taken from the internet and other relevant sources. The data were collected and analyzed to reveal the masculinity of the Chinese men as seen in their fathering role through deep analysis using some related theories and approaches such as masculinity and Post Colonial theory.

The result of the research shows that Chinese men have their own masculinity concept. They also have their own way of fathering based on their view as Chinese men. It is seen in several parts of the story that show the essences of ideal men as well as fathers in Chinese culture. The essences Yin-Yang and Wen-Wu take the role of forming the Chinese men characters including their masculinity. Thus the Chinese men characters in the two short stories have their way to express their masculinity as fathers based on their culture and understanding.

Keywords: Chinese American, masculinity, post colonial theory